Reproduction Application Form for Printed Media—One-language World Rights

Conditions for reproduction permission are listed on the reverse. Please sign and return two copies to the Office of Rights and Reproductions. Failure to complete two copies with original signatures will delay processing of reproduction permission request.

Name: _________________________________________________________
Organization: ___________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: __________________________________________________
Tel. no.: _________________________ Fax no.: _______________________
E-mail: ________________________________________________________

Name of publication, exhibition, etc. in which reproduction will appear:
________________________________________________________________

Date of publication: _______________ Print run: _______________
Countries covered by distribution: ____________________________

I / We wish to apply for permission to reproduce the following material:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acc. No.</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>B&amp;W or Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application must be signed on the reverse by the publisher or official representative.
CONDITIONS GOVERNING REPRODUCTION OF OBJECTS IN THE COLLECTION OF THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY

1. Permission is granted for one-time use only, one-language world rights. Any subsequent use of photographic materials must be requested in writing from the Office of Rights and Reproductions. Subsequent use includes new editions or revisions, and additional language rights.

2. Each reproduction shall bear the following credit line plus any additional credit information stated on the label attached to the photographic material being reproduced: NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

3. Each artwork must be reproduced in full. Requests to crop, bleed, tone, silhouette, or overprint an image must be received in writing with layout of proposed alteration prior to publication. If approved, detail reproductions must be identified as such in the credit line.

4. One complimentary copy of the publication, magazine, cover, poster, etc., in which the reproduction appears must be forwarded to the Office of Rights and Reproductions at the National Portrait Gallery.

5. In the case of color reproductions, two (2) color proofs must be submitted to and approved by the Office of Rights and Reproductions before printing can proceed. Tearsheets will not be accepted in lieu of color proofs. Permission will only be granted for reproductions from color transparencies rented from the National Portrait Gallery; reproduction from color slides is not permitted.

6. Any transparencies supplied by the National Portrait Gallery must be returned within six months of the date of sending, unless the Gallery agrees to an extension. Transparencies held for more than six months will automatically be renewed for an additional rental period.

7. Permission to reproduce and the fees payable cover only the specific use detailed in this contract. Any new edition, version, re-employment of printing plates, or additional use of any kind must be preceded by a new application and is not covered by the original permission to reproduce or fees.

8. Reproduction of a color image previously obtained from the National Portrait Gallery is permitted only when appropriate proof that the color image was supplied by the Gallery is provided. As noted above, color proofs must be submitted for approval. When applicable, instructions for color correction will be provided. If proper correction cannot be obtained, rental of new color materials will be required to make a new reproduction.

9. Reproduction of a black-and-white image previously obtained from the National Portrait Gallery is permitted only when appropriate proof that the black-and-white image was supplied by the Gallery is provided.

10. Photographic materials shall not be used to show or imply that the National Portrait Gallery and/or the Smithsonian Institution endorses any commercial product or enterprise, concurs with the opinions expressed in, or confirms the accuracy of any text used with the said materials.

The National Portrait Gallery will make every effort to inform applicants of copyrights and other restrictions that may apply to the works of art being reproduced. However, it cannot warrant that all photographic materials furnished may be freely reproduced in the absence of such notification. Institutions or individuals may claim ownership and control of copyright or reproduction rights of certain works of art. It is the responsibility of those intending to publish photographic materials furnished by the National Portrait Gallery to ascertain what claims there may be and to assume the responsibility of compliance with the pertinent copyright restrictions.

NOTE: REQUESTS TO WAIVE ANY OF THE ABOVE CONDITIONS MUST BE MADE AT THE TIME THIS FORM IS SUBMITTED.

DECLARATION: I have read and understand the conditions set forth by the National Portrait Gallery, and as a representative of the organization listed, I agree to adhere to these conditions.

______________________________________________________________
Applicant's signature / Date  Museum approval

______________________________________________________________
Applicant's name / Title (Please print or type)  Date approved